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A method of factorisation f a U-resultant into linear factors is given. Using this method we 
can obtain solutions and their multiplicities ofa system of algebraic equations, provided the 
system of algebraic equations has finitely many solutions. We directly calculate a matrix ~, 
which gives all solutions of the system by using a Gr6bner basis of the ideal generated bythe 
polynomials ofthe system of algebraic equations. 
1. Introduction 
It is known that a system of algebraic equations can be solved by using the general 
elimination method, which we now briefly introduce. 
Letf l , f2 . . . . .  f ,  be polynomials in n variables xl, x2 . . . . .  x. with coefficients in the field 
of rational numbers Q. Then there exists a polynomial D(U 0, U 1 . . . . .  U.) called the 
U-resultant of the system, which is known to be a product of linear factors: 
N 
D(Uo, UI . . . . .  U.) = I-[ (aojUo +aljU1 +. . .  +a,oU.), 
and J = 
{(aIJaoj, a2Jaoj . . . . .  a,o/aol) lao. j • O, 1 ~ j  ~ N} 
are the solutions of the system. Here, a~j's are Complex numbers or elements of a properly 
chosen finite algebraic extension field of Q, and the coefficients of D(Uo, UI . . . . .  U,,) are 
rational numbers. Hence, we can obtain the solutions of the system of algebraic equations 
by calculating the U-resultant of the system and factorising it into linear factors. 
In Van Der Waerden (1935), an algorithm of calculation of the U-resultant was 
introduced, but it was almost impossible to actually execute the calculation before an 
effective method was presented by Lazard (1981). In Lazard (1981), a method to 
construct he solutions of the system of algebraic equations from the U-resultant was 
given, but the method is different from the one which we present in this paper. 
In this paper, we present wo algorithms: 
(A1) calculating the U-resultant by using a GrSbner basis, 
(A2) factorising the U-resultant into linear factors, 
which we now explain. 
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Lazard's algorithm treats a large matrix ~b (see Lazard, 1981, p. 84) and from this 
matrix qS, a matrix A is obtained by a Gaussian elimination process. Another Gaussian 
elimination process converts A to 
Uo'Ao+A1 A12'~ 
Azl A22J 
and the determinant of the square matrix Uo'Ao+A1 is a product of all factors of the 
U-resultant containing Uo. Our algorithm (A1) gives .A= Uo'Ao+A1 directly using a 
Gr6bner basis of the ideal generated by polynomials in the system of algebraic equations. 
This .,~ gives all solutions of the system of algebraic equations. 
Algorithm (A2) is a method of factorisation of tile U-resultant into linear factors by 
solving an algebraic equation of a single variable, and from this factorisation the solutions 
are obtained. 
Our idea is based on the fact that a tangent space to a hyperplane is the hyperplane 
itself. Since D(Uo, Ut . . . . .  U,,) =0 defines a set of hyperplanes in the projective space 
P"(C), to obtain linear factors, we have only to find the intersection points of 
D(Uo, UI . . . . .  U,,)=0 and a properly chosen line, because the tangent spaces at 
intersection points are easily calculated. 
Roughly, linear factors of the U-resultant are tangent spaces to D = 0 at these 
intersection points. 
By this method, if a line is chosen properly, the algebraic equation of a single variable 
inherits the information of multiplicities of solutions carried by the U-resultant. 
It is desirable to construct a finite algebraic extension of the field of rational numbers in 
which the algebraic equation deciding the intersection points split completely. Such an 
algorithm was presented by Trager (1976); but, at present, we cannot efficiently construct 
a splitting field of a high degree polynomial, so we solve the algebraic equation 
numerically. Our algorithm is valid if the solutions of the algebraic equation deciding 
intersection points are given by any method. 
In section 2, we discuss how to determine the bases of A D and B D_ 1. In section 3, we 
give an algorithm to construct he matrices A and ~ directly. In section 4, we give the 
algorithm to factorise the U-resultant. 
In the appendix, we summarise our algorithms and we present some examples of 
solutions. We also show some results of comparison between the two methods of 
construction of .~: 
(1) construction via the matrix qS, 
(2) construction via the Gr6bner basis. 
We note that the similarity of Gaussian elimination and the method of Gr6bner bases is 
discussed in Lazard (1983). We are inspired by his idea and by his private communication 
to complete our algorithm (A1). 
2. Bases of A " and B D_ 1 
Let f (x l ,  x2 . . . .  , x,,) be a polynomial in n variables with coefficients in Q. We call a 
polynomial F(Xo, X1 . . . . .  X,,) a homogenisation f f if 
F(Xo, X ,  . . . .  , X,,) -- X~~ f (Xx/Xo,  X2/Xo . . . . .  X, /Xo) ,  
where deg (3") is the total degree o f f  
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Let 
f l (x l ,  x2 . . . . .  x . )  = O, 
f2(x 1, x z . . . . .  x,,) = 0, (1) 
A(x l .  x~ . . . .  , x . )  = 0, 
be a system of algebraic equations, and let F~(Xo, X1, 9 9 X , )  be homogenisation ff~ for 
i=  1, 2 . . . . .  k. Let N (resp. P) be the ring of polynomials Q[X o, x1,  . . . ,  x , J  (resp. 
Q[xl ,  x2, 9 9 x,,]). We see N is a graded ring with natural grading and we denote by N e 
the submodule of N generated by the homogeneous polynomials of degree d. 
We denote by Pd the submodule of P generated by polynomials of degree not greater 
than d. We denote by I the homogeneous ideal (Fl, F2, . . . ,  Fk) and we denote by I" the 
ideal (f~,f2 . . . . .  fk). 
We denote by A the ring N/I, then ~ is naturally a graded ring 
where/~a = Nd/Nnc~l. We denote the ring P/ r  by B and we denote the module IPd/~ by 
Be, where la = Pa c~ I. 
By rearranging, if necessary, we may suppose 
dl >dz  >. . .  ~_ dk, 
where d i = deg(Fi) for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and we put 
D = d 1+d2+ 9 .. +d,+~-n .  
Here, if k < n + 1, then we define 
D = d l+d2+ 9 9 +dk+ 1-k.  
The aim of this section is to show algorithms to construct bases of /~D and No- 
respectively and to show relations between these bases. These two bases are constructed 
by Gr6bner bases which were introduced by Buchberger (1965, 1970). A tutorial 
introduction into the method of Gr6bner bases is given in Buehberger (1985). 
DEFINITION 1. Let Zo be the set of all positive integers, and let Z~ +1 be the cartesian 
product of Zo. Let A = (ao, al, 9 9 a,,) and B --- (bo, b~ . . . . .  b,,) be elements of Z~ + 1, we 
define the lexicographic order: 
A~B 
if there is an integer i (0 N i ~ n) such that 
aj=b2 for O<j<i  and at>bi .  
DEFINITION 2. Let F = ~ aa X A be a non-zero polynomial in R. We define exponents of F, 
leading exponent of F and head term of F abbreviated as ex(F), lex(F) and ht(F) 
respectively as follows: 
ex(F) -~ {A IaA :# 0 in F = Z aaXa}, 
lex(F) ~ Ao such that Ao),-A for any A~ex(F) \A  o, 
ht(F) ~ a.~o Xa~ 
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DEFINITION 3. A subset E of Z~ + ~ is a monoideal if
E = E+Z~ +1. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let I = (F 1, F 2 . . . .  , Fk) be an ideal in Q[Xo, Xt . . . . .  X,,], aml let 
E = {A IA  = lex(F ) for  some Fr  in I}, 
then E is a monoideal. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let I and E be as in Proposition 1, and let {Gt, G2 . . . . .  Gt} be a Grdbner 
basis of  I with respect o the ordering ~.  Then 
l 
E = U { lex(C, )+Z'~+l}  . 
,=1  
THEOREM 1. Let E be as in Proposition 2. Let M 1, M2 . . . . .  M t be monomials generating R~ 
such that ex(Mi) $ E for  i = 1, 2 . . . . .  s and ex(M~) e E Jbr j = s + 1 . . . . .  t. Then the set o/" 
equivalence classes {Ml  + I  D, M2 + I ~ . . . . .  Ms+ I D} in/~v is a basis o f  A ~ 
PROOF. This is just the homogeneous counterpart o the well-known construction 
introduced in Buchberger (1965, 1970, Theorem 2.2), see also Buchberger (1985, Lemma 
6.7 and Method 6.6). 
In Fig. 1, the lattice points on the line not contained in the shaded area determine a
basis of A ~ 
In practice, it is much more time consuming to calculate a Gr6bner basis of the 
homogeneous ideal I than to calculate a Gr6bner basis of F. So we construct a matrix 
by using a Gr6bner basis of 1, and to construct this ~, we have to construct a basis of •. 
When we calculate a Gr6bner basis of ~, we use the usual total degree ordering: 
x'l'x'2~,, " x~:" ~" ~l'J'~J2~2  9 x~"'4~'i1+i2+ "'" + i .> j l  +J2+ ""  +J.  or 
i1 + ix + ' ' 9 + i,, = J l  +J2  + " " " +in  and 
x~' x'~ . . . .  ~,,'" >- x;', xJ" x~~ 
Z 1, "",2 
~////////////////~ 
. . . .  I _  I I 
Fig. 1. 
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For each f in Q[xl, x2 . . . . .  x,,], we interpret lex(f), ht(f)  with the ordering t>. Here 
we note that if f is reduced to fby  a set of polynomials with respect o the ordering t>, 
then deg (f)  is not greater than deg (f). 
THEOREM 2. Let D be the integer defined at the beginning of this section. Suppose the system 
of algebraic equations (1) has only a finite number of solutions. Then 6 D_ 1 is isomorphic to 
B as a vector space over Q. 
PROOF. Let 
,: " - '  p/r 
be the injection map ~ (g + r/~_ 1) = g +/'. 
In the proof of Theorem 3 in Lazard (1983, p. 154), we see that 
dim~ [13 o_ 1 = dima Ba, 
for all d > D - I. Suppose we are given an element g + Y of P/F. If deg (g) _< D - 1, then 
' (0+/ 'o -0  =g+r ,  
so we have only to consider the ease r = deg(g) > D-  1. Since dimQ [B = dim~ BD- t, 
there is an element h+Yv_ 1 of BD-X such that h=g modulo ~, which implies h=g 
modulo ~. Q.e.D. 
Let {gx, g2 . . . .  , gu} be a GrObner basis of I'with respect o the order ~>, and let 
g = U (lex (g,)+z;), 
i=-i 
PROPOSITION 3. Let ml, m2 . . . . .  m~ be all monomials atisfying both 
(1) deg(mi) <D for i= 1, 2 . . . . .  a, 
(2) ex(ml) q~ 1~. 
Then {m I + I'D- l, m2 + i"o -1 . . . . .  m~ + r D_ 1} is a basis of BI~_ 1. 
PROOF. By Lemma 6.7 in Buchberger (1985). 
THEOREM 3. Let 
= 0 (lex(gt) +Z'~). 
i=1  
I f  the system (1) has only a finite number of solutions, then there are only finitely many 
monomials m 1, m z . . . . .  ml such that ex(mt)r for i= 1, 2 , . . . ,  l. These ml, m2 . . . .  , ml 
satisfy the conditions 
(1) deg(ml) -<_ D-  1, 
(2) {ml +~, m2+F, . . . .  m~+/~} is a basis of •. 
PROOF. By applying Criterion 4.2 in Buchberger (1970), see also Method 6.9 in 
Buchberger (1985). 
We visualise Method 6.9 of Buchberger (1985) in Fig. 2. All lattice points not contained 
in/~ determine a basis of lB. 
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PROPOSmON 4. Let ml, m2 . . . . .  m z be monomials such that deg(mi)=<D-1 for  
i=  1, 2 . . . . .  l and that {rex +~, m2+1, . . . .  mt+ ~ is linearly independent over Q. Let 
N~(X o, X 1 . . . . .  X,) = Xg -deg(mt} mi(X l, X z . . . . .  X,). 
Then {N I + I D, N2 + I D . . . . .  Nl + I  D} is linearly independent in A ~ 
PROPOSITION 5. Let ml, rn2, 9 9 mz be monomials of degree not greater than D-  1 such that 
{ml +~, m2+~, . . . .  m~+I~ is a basis of B. Let N1, N2 . . . . .  N t be the monomials defined in 
Proposition 4. Given a monomial M in R D, then there are polynomials H1, H2 . . . . .  H k and H 
in ~ such that 
M-  (al Nl + a2 N2 +. . .  + alNt) = ~ HiFt + (Xo-  1)n, (2) 
where a~, a s, . . . ,  a~ are rational numbers uch that 
M(1, X1, X2 . . . . .  X,) = aim 1 +a2m2 + 9 9 9 +atmz modulo I. 
PRoof. (Compare Section 5 in Buchberger (1970), and Method 6.6 in Buchberger (1985).) 
Since {ml +1, m2+Y, . . . .  mz+[ } is a basis of B, there are rational numbers a t, a2 . . . . .  a~ 
such that 
M(1, X t, X2 . . . . .  X,) = arm l+a2m 2+ . .. +atml 
modulo ~. Hence, there are polynomials h~, h2 . . . . .  hk such that 
M(1, X,, X 2 . . . . .  Xn) -~.  a,m, = X h,.~. 
Let H~ be the homogenisation f h~, then 
M(X o, X 1 . . . . .  X , ) -~ ,  a iN i -Z  HiFi 
is a multiple of Xo -  1. Thus we have a relation 
M(Xo, X1 . . . . .  X , , ) -E  a iN, - -E  HtFi = (Xo -- 1)H. 
3. Construction of Matrices A and .~ 
Let Uo, U1 . . . . .  U,, be variables algebraically independent from Xo, Xt . . . . .  X, and 
xt, x2 . . . . .  x, over Q. We denote by ~,  A~, Pd, U and Bd, u respectively the vector spaces 
Q(Uo, Ut . . . . .  U,,) |  d, Q(Uo, U1 . . . . .  U,,) @Qfi~a, 
Q(Uo, U1 . . . . .  U,) | and Q(U o, U 1 . . . . .  U,) | 
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We define a map 
H,,-'.--~ L:H, 
with L= UoXo+ U1X1 + .. .  + U,,X,,, and we denote this map by L. 
Let p be a natural projection map 
then it is naturally extended to 
pv" - ,  
We define the map A:R~--* A~ as the composition Pv'L. Similarly, in the non- 
homogeneous case, we define the map 
A: PD-I,u ~ fl3v 
as the composition 
PD_ 1,V --~ PU ----r By, h,....---~L:h,..,..--~[.:h+Fv, 
where 
L= Uo+Vlxl+ . . .+U,x,  and ru=Q(Uo, U1,..., U,,)| 
The aim of this section is to construct matrix representations of A and to construct he 
essential part A of A. 
Let M 1, M 2 . . . . .  M e be the monomials in R ~ chosen as in Theorem l, hence {M1 +I ~ 
ma + I ~ . . . . .  Ms + I D} is a basis of A D. Let X B be a monomial in •D- 1. If we denote the 
normal form of XDXj as 
a{BM1 + a~nMa + "" + a~,Ms, 
with aiB'S in Q, then we see that the normal form of XnL over Q(U o, U~ . . . . .  U,,) is 
(~, Ujalln)M1 +(E Uia~B)M2 +""  +(• U~a~n)Ms. 
Hence, if we put ~ i  a~n = akn, then the matrix 
a lB  t , . . a lB2  
a2B2 9 . . 
a2Bt  . . . (/1Bz N~ 
Cl2Bt ) 
\ash, asB2 , . .  asB , / 
is a matrix representation f A. Here X B~, X ~' . . . . .  X B' are all monomials in l~ 1)- ~, and s 
is the number of solutions of the homogeneous system of algebraic equations 
/71 = F2 =. . .  =Fk=0 , 
with multiplicity counted. 
Now we construct the matrix ,~. Let (m,, m2,: 9 m~} be the set of monomials of degree 
not greater than D-1  such that {m, +1, m2+l,. . . ,  mt+l~ is a basis of B, chosen as in 
Theorem 3. We denote the normal form of mix t by 
~.. b~jmk 
for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  I. Then the normal form of f~ .mj is 
E E (U,b~)mk. 
k i 
We put ~ U,b~i = bkj, and we denote the matrix (bkj)~Zk,izt by .A. 
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PROPOSITION 6. Let bgj's be the polynomials in Q[U o, U~ . . . . .  U,,] defined as above. Then 
bit = Uo + (a linear combination of  U1, U2 . . . . .  U,,), 1 < i < l, 
bij = (a linear combination of  U1, U2 . . . . .  U,,) if i e j, 1 < i, j < I. 
PROOF. tn I being chosen as in Theorem 3, mi is irreducible with respect o the Gr6bner 
basis {gl, 92 . . . . .  #,,}, so the normal form of 
(go+ Utx l  + g2x2 + .. 9 + g,,x,,)ml 
is Uom~+ Y'.j (a linear combination of U,, Uz . . . . .  U,,)mj. 
In the rest of this section, we prove that the determinant ofA is the product of all linear 
factors of the U-resultant with non-zero coefficients of Uo. 
Let 
Nl(X o, X L . . . . .  X,,) = XDo-a~ X= . . . . .  X,,) 
for i=1 ,2  . . . . .  I. Then by Proposition 4, {Nl+l  ~ N2+I"  . . . . .  Nz+l '}  is linearly 
independent over Q. So there is a subset {Mq, Mi2 . . . . .  Mi,_~} of {M 1, M 2 . . . . .  Ms} such 
that 
{Nx +I" ,  N2+I"  . . . . .  N t+ l " ,  M h +I  n . . . . .  Mi~._t-[-I ~} 
is a basis of A'. By rearranging, if necessary, we may assume 
Mi, = Mr+l, Mia = Ml+ 2 . . . . .  Ml.~_ , = M.~. 
By this new basis 
{N~ +I  n, N2 + I D . . . . .  Nl+ I~, Mr+ 1 + In . . . . .  Ms+I~ 
we have another matrix representation f A: 
XB~L Xn2L . . .  Xn'L 
N1 /cX l  c12 ' ' '  (!lt 
N2 / g C21 C22 " " " (?2t 
: 1 : ' " 
Nl I ell Cl2 9 9 9 Clt " 
M l+ l~Cl+l l  Cl+12 9 . . CI+ 1 
: ~ 
Ms ~k Csl cs 2 . . .  est 
By abuse of notation, we denote this matrix by A. 
Since deg (mj) is not greater than D-  1, 
xD-l-deg(mj)t'nj(Xl, X 2 . . . . .  Xn) 
is a monomial of degree D-  1 and by rearranging X m, X ~ . . . . .  X B`, we may assume 
X ~s = XD-X-dcg(ms)mj(Xl, X2 . . . . .  Xn) 
for j=  1,2 . . . . .  I. 
We have relations 
Xn~L-  1~=1 ciJgi- ~=l+t C~lM, = ~ Hij(Xo, X 1 . . . . .  X,,)Fi(X o, X x . . . . .  X,,). 
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Since {m,+r, m2+~, . . . .  ml+/~ is a base of B, we see that H(1, X , ,X  2 . . . . .  X,)  are 
linear combinations of m 1, m 2 . . . .  , m t modulo/': 
Mr(l, X1, X2 . . . . .  X,) = ~ d~rm~ modulo r, r=  I+ 1, l+2 . . . . .  s. 
Hence, we obtain relations: 
mt(Uo + UI X1 + 9  + Unxn)--2 cijmi-~, erfl,,m, erv,  
for i--- 1, 2 . . . . .  I. From these relations we see that 
c i j -~  Gjdir = bu for i , j  = 1, 2 . . . . .  I. 
If we put 
b u = e l j -~ ,  crid~r 
for j  = l+ 1, /+2 . . . . .  t and i = 1, 2 . . . . .  l, then we have a matrix 
/b lx  b12 9 b2t )  9 . b l  t x~ ~ b21 b22 . . . 
\b t l  lh2 . . .  bu , /  
which is a matrix representation f the map A. 
If we put 
A21 --- (cij)l<j<l.t+l<=i<s and A22 = (Cij)l+l<=j6t,l+l<=i$s , 
then the matrices 






and we can eliminate Uo from A21 by Gaussian elimination. Hence, we may suppose Uo 
does not appear in A2r 
PROPOSITION 7. U o does not appear in A22. 
PROOF. Suppose U 0 appears in an entry of A22, then by changing rows and columns, we 
may suppose Uo appears in ct+lt+l: 
cl+ lt+ l = aUo + "" ", 
This implies that the matrix A' can be written as 
(() 1 1 . . .  1 a 
A'21 
a~Q (a # 0). 
Uo+A'I A'12 / 
A'22 
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and we see that the U-resultant is of degree greater than l with respect to Uo, which 
contradicts that the system (1) has at most l=  dim e B solutions [Lazard (1981), Theorem 
3.1, p. 81]. 
This proposition shows that det (A) gives all solutions of the system (1). 
COROLLARY. The number of lattice points not contained in E in Fig. 2 coincides to the 
number of the solutions of  the system of  algebraic equations (1). 
4. Factorisation of the U-resultant 
As we noted in the introduction, D(U)=O defines some hyperplanes in the J2 
dimensional projective space. The solutions of the system of algebraic equations (1) are 
determined by the linear factors of D(U) with non-zero coefficient of Uo which correspond 
to some of those hyperplanes D(U) = O. If we put Uo = 1 and identify (1, U1, U2 . . . . .  U,,) 
with (U 1, U 2 . . . . .  U,), an affine coordinates of C", then the hyperplanes of D(U)= 0 
corresponding to the solutions of the system are those which do not pass through 
0=(0 ,0  . . . . .  0)~C". So we have only to factorise det(A) instead of the whole D(U). 
Hereafter, we denote det (.A) by D(U). 
Let L be a line passing through 0: 
(al, a2 . . . . .  a,,)t, 
where (at, a 2 . . . . .  a,,) s C", and let the non-zero solutions of 
D(1, tal, ta2 . . . . .  ta,) = 0 
be tl, t2, . . . ,  ts then, in P"(C), a hyperplane of D(U) = 0 on (1, alt  j, a2t ~ . . . . .  a,,t~) is 
~l OD/OUt(I, al tj, azt~ . . . . .  a,,tj)U l = O, 
if tj is a solution of multiplicity 1. 
If the multiplicity % of t~ is not 1, then we have two cases: 
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(1) For each n -1  linearly independent lines L~,L2 . . . . .  L,,_t, which are also 
independent from L, a solution of 
D(1, blzt, b21t . . . . .  b.tt) = 0 (Ll = (bll, b2t . . . . .  b,.)t). 
near tj is of multiplicity m r. Then D is of the form 
D -~ H ms .D, 
where H = 0 defines a hyperplane passing through (1, al tj, aztj . . . . .  a,t:). In this ease the 
first coefficient of the solution corresponding to this point is 
{OmJO/OU'~ s- a OU~(1, al tj, a2tj . . . . .  a,,tj)}/{OmJOlOU~'J(1, a~ tj, a 2 tj . . . .  , a, tj)} , 
and the other coefficients of the solution are calculated in the same manner. 
(2) There is a line E: (a'~,a'z . . . . .  a,',)t near L, such that the solutions of 
D(I, a'~t, a '2t , . . . ,  al, t )=0 near tj are of multiplicity strictly less than m~. Then we try it 
with another line E near L. If this second ease happens at L, then we can find the above 
line E by at most n trials by taking independent lines. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate cases 1 
and 2 respectively. 
NOTES ON THE COMPUTATION 
In the rest of this section, we give some notes on computing intersection points and  
tangents. By our assumption, D(U)  is the determinant of the matrix 3.. Expansion of the 
determinant of ,~ is quite time consuming, but we can calculate intersection points and  
tangents without expanding the full determinant of A as follows: 
(1) To calculate intersection points, before expanding the determinant, we substitute 
Uo, U1 . . . . .  U, by 1, alt ,  a2t . . . . .  a,t in each entry of the matrix and then expand the 
determinant of it. 
(2) To calculate tangents, we have only to note that 
a ~ jdet (aa l (A) . . .Oa l /~Uo(A) . . .a~, , (A ) )  
0---~-o det (a~j(U))(A) = 
where aij(U ) =- alj(Uo, U1 . . . . .  U,,) are polynomials and A is a point in P"(C). 
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5. Appendix 
Now we summarise our algorithm. 
Input: a system of algebraic equations. 
Output: their solutions over C (if there are only finitely many so lut ions otherwise 
report "infinitely many solutions"). 
1. {fl = 0, f2 = 0 . . . . .  fk = 0} a system of algebraic equations with f ~ Q Ix1,  x2 . . . . .  x,,] 
and k >_>_n. 
2. For  i = I to k do d i := deg(.fi). 
3. Rearrange dr, d2 . . . . .  d k to satisfy 
dl => d2 > . . .  > dk. 
4. D :=d l+d2+. . .+d, -n+l .  
5. {~h, gz . . . . .  g,}: a GrSbner basis of the ideal ( f l , f2  . . . . .  fk). 
6. Finite-number := true. 
7. For i= l  toudo  
if no g~ has a leading monomial  of the form x~ 
then finite-number := false. 
8. If not finite-number, then 
((write "'infinitely many solutions"; s top) )  
(see Buchberger, 1985, Method 6.9) 
9. {ma, m2 . . . . .  mr}: monomials of degree <D-  1 which are irreducible with respect to 
{gl, g2 . . . . .  g.}. 
10. m~i:= the normal form of x~mj which is expressed as 
Ek blkjmk 9 
11. Fork=l to ldo  
for j = 1 to l do bej" = El  btkjUl 9 
12. D(U) := det(bkj ). 
13. Give a line (al, a2 . . . . .  a,)t and make an algebraic equation 
D(1, al t, a2t . . . . .  ant) = O. 
14. {tl, t2 . . . . .  tN} := the solutions of the equation 
D(1, al t, a2t . . . . .  a,,t) = O. 
Table 1. Comparison of the two methods tested 
Number of Number of variations, Gaussiant Gr6bner? Ga/Gr 
examples degree of polynomials ms ms ratio 
100 2, (2, 2) 244 93 2.6 
100 2, (2, 3) 1035 224 4-6 
100 2, (3, 3) 5596 664 8.4 
90 3, (2, 2, 2) 30976 5280 5.8 
(HITAC M-680H, memory = 3072kb) 
i" Mean value taken to construct the matrix ,~. 
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15. For i= l  toNdo 
<(Pt, := (1, al tl, a2t ~ . . . . .  a,,tl); 
A, := (OD/OU,(P,,), OD/OU2(P,,) . . . . .  OD/OU,,(Pn))/OD/OUo(Pt,)>). 
16. ~:= a small positive number that depends on the system 
(In our case 10-6). 
17. Good-solution := true. 
18. For i= 1 to N do 
fo r j= l  tokdo  
if absolute value off/(A,) > s, then 
good-solution := false. 
19. If good-solution then ((return {At,, A,2 . . . . .  A~N}; stop)) else go to 13 and give 
another line which is linearly independent to the lines given previously. 
20. (The case that no line gives good solutions.) 
Choose among the given lines the line L = (at, a2 . . . . .  a . ) t  such that the number of 
distinct solutions is greatest. 
21. Try 20 again with respect o the n linearly independent lines which are very near to 
the line chosen in 20. 
22. Calculate the tangent cone (which is equal to a hyperp[ane with multiplicity greater 
than 1) [see Griffiths & Harris (1978)] at each intersection point P, of the line chosen 
in 22 and return the tangent cones and their multiplicities. 
23. End. 
Before showing examples, we give some notes on the program executed. All steps 
except step 14 are written in RLISP and rtEDUCE-2 over Cambridge LrSt'. Step 14 is written 
in FORTaAN, and in this step, we use the Durand-Kerner-Aberth method (Kerner, 1966; 
Aberth, 1973) to solve algebraic equations of a single variable. 
Examples 1, 2 and 3 show the results of comparison between the two methods of the 
construction of A (see also Table 1). Our experiment shows that the Gr6bner basis 
method is more effective than Gaussian elimination to obtain the matrix A by using 
RED1JCE-2 (or RLISP). We note that we presented the time taken to construct the matrix ~., 
because the two methods (Gaussian and GrSbner) use the same process after the 
construction ofA. 
Because we expand the full determinant of the matrix ~,, our method oes not work for 
large-scale problems. For example, we cannot solve problems of three variables with 
degree 2, 3, 3 respectively (though the matrix ~ can be constructed). 
Example 4 shows not good solutions. The given line passes through a singular point of 
D(U) = 0. 
At a singular point P, 
OD/~Uo(P)(=ao), OD/OUl(P)(=al)  . . . .  , aD/@U,,(P)(=a,) 
must all be equal to 0, but P being obtained numerically, the absolute value of all these 
numbers are small but it happens that these numbers are not precisely zero. Hence, 
(al/ao, adao . . . . .  a,,/ao) 
becomes a not good solution. 
Example 5 shows good solutions to the same system of algebraic equations as in 
Example 4, obtained by choosing another line. 
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,) 
ExampLe 1. 
Construction by Gaussian e l iminat ion.  
ENTER ALGEBRAIC  EQUATIONS:  
ALGEO( I ) :=XI**2  + X2. .2  - 2 
ALGEQ(2) :=XI*X2  - 1 
* CONSTRUCTION OF LAMODA COHPLETED = 
TIME: 162 MS 
4 2 2 2 2 2 
U-RESULT := - UO + 2*UO *U1 + 4*UO *U I*U2 + 2*UO *U2 
3 2 2 3 4 
U1 *U2 - 6 .U l  *U2 - 4~Ul*U2 - U2 
4 
- U1  - 4~ 
Const ruct ion  us ing  Groebner  bas is .  
2 2 
ALGEQ(1) := XI + X2 
ALGEQ(2) := X I*X2  - I 
- 2 
,CONSTRUCTION OF LAHBDA COMPLETED*  
TIME: 69 MS 
4 2 2 2 2 2 
U-RESULT := uO 1 2~uo ~Ul -- 4~uo ~UI~U2 ~ ~UO ~U2 
2 2 3 4 
*U2 + 6.U1 *U2 + 4*U1*U2 + U2 
4 3 
+ U1 + 4.U1 
1) The eXantples were computed at  the  Computer  Center ,  Un ivers i ty  o f  
Tokyo ,  by NITAC M-680H wi th  3000 KB o f  I)lemory, 
2) Tilne be ing  takel~ to  const ruct  ~.  
Example 2. 
Const ruct ion  by Gauss ian  e l iminat ion .  
ENTER ALGEBRAIC  EQUATIONS:  
ALGEQ(1) :=XI~2 + X2. .2  + X3 ,~2 - Iu 
ALGEQ(2) :=XI~X2 + XI + X2 + 2u 
ALGEQ(3) :=XI~X2*X3 - I~ 
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* CONSTRUCTION OF LAMBDA COMPLETED ,: 
T IME: 18179 MS 
8 7 7 6 2 6 
U-RESULT := (UO - 6.U0 ~UI - 6~UO *U2 + 13"U0 *UI + 40~U0 ~UI~U2 
6 6 2 6 6 2 
+ 4=~U0 *U1*U3 + 13~U0 ~U2 + 4~UO *U2*U3 + 6,~U0 *U3 
2 6 7 8 
+ 21 .U2  *U3 + 6*U2*U3 + U3 ) /8  
Const ruct ion  us ing  Groebner  base .  
To the  same probLem.  
TIME: 798 MS 
Exatnl) le  3,  
Construct ion by Gauss ian  e l iminat ion .  
ENTER ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS: 
ALGEQ( I~:=XI=*3  + X I*X2  - X2 . .2  + X3u 
ALGEQ(2) :=XI**2  + X3" '2  + Xl + X2u 
ALGEQ(3)==X2**2 + X3 + X1u 
CONSTRUCTION OF LAMBDA COMPLETED * 
TIME:  14480 MS 
EXpansion of the U- resUl tant  was not completed w i th in  the time l im i t  
( 3 min, ) .  
Const ruct ion  us ing  8roebner  base .  
To t i~e same prob lem.  
TIME= 1474 MS 
11 9 2 9 9 
U-RESULT  ~= UO,~(UO + 4*UO *UI - 6,~UO *U I*U2 - 16~U0 ~UI=.U3 - 3 .  
9 9 2 B 3 8 2 
UO ~.U2*U3 - 4*UO ,~U3 - 2*UO *U1 + 20~U0 *UI *U3 
7 4 6 5 5 6 4 7 
13~,L12 ~U3 + 3 .U2  *U3 + 22 .U2  *U3 + 5 .U2  *U3 - 15-'~ 
3 8 2 9 10 11 
U2 *U3 - 7.U2 *U3 + 4*U2*U3 + 5.U3 ) 
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ExampLe /~. 
f l  =X l~X2**2  - X3-~:2 ,  
f2  = X1 . .2  + X2" '2  - X3" .2 ,  
f3  = X I *X2  + X1" '3  + X2 . .3 ,  
L ine :  t : (1 ,0 ,0~,  
A po in t  ~0,0,0) is a so lu t ion  of mul t ip l i c i ty  8. 
Other  so lu t ions ;  
Xl  = 1 .69E-5 - I  + 2 .3537494 
X~ -= - 1 ,72E-5~I  - 2 .0229495 
X3 = 0 
. . . , . . , .  
X1 = 1 ,24714~2mI  - 1 ,857771E-1  
X~ = S .0500?4E- I * I  + 8 ,178292E- I  
X3 : 0 
X l  = 1 ,2471548mi  - 1 .B5792~;F . . -1  
X2 = 5 .050139E-1 - I  .l. 8 .17832~E-1  
X3  = 0 
, . , , , , ~  
X1 = - 1.69E-5 .~ I  + Z ,3538114 
X2 = 1 .72E-5 ,D , I  - 2 .0230128 
X3 = 0 
X1 = - ~.2471548: t , I  - 1 .857889E- i  
X2 = - 5 ,050123E-1 '~, I  "(' 8 . '1783? .3E-1  
X3 = o 
. , , . o , ~  
X1 = - 1 .2471492. I  - 1 .857807E-1  
X2 = 5 .050089E~1~. I  + 8.178294E-1  
X3 : O 
* . ~ 1 7 6 1 7 6  
X1 = - 9 .07564E-2 :~I  + 5 .089023E-1  
X2 = 7 ,052947E-1 . I  § 1.936408E- I  
X3 : 0 
. . . . .  , , .  
XI  : - 9.08224E-2 .~I  + ~.088868E-1  
X2  = 7 ,0543~5E-1 . I  + 1 ,936786E-1  
X3 = 0 
9 ~ . . . . . .  
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Xl  = 9 .07865E-2~I  + 5 .089272E-1  
X2 = - 7 .053d21E-1 . . I  + 1 .93~8~E-1  
X3 = 0 
XI = 9 .07923E-2~I  + 5.088619E-I  
X2 = - 7.05371E-I=~I + 1.937314E-I  
X3 = o 
o . . . . . .  o 
I S IT ( I , i )  = 2.329S6443E-4~I + 9.63230676 
Not good soLut{ons7  
Example  5 .  
The  sys te l l l  o f  a lgera ie  equat io l~s  i s  the  same as  in  exa lHpLe  (~. 
L ine;  t ( l , l ,1 ) .  
A po in t  (0 ,0 ,0 )  is  a so lu t ion  o f  n luL t ipL ic i ty  8. 
Other so lu t ions :  
X1 = - 1 .247152, I  - 1 .857848E-1  
X2 = - 5 .050106E-1 ,= I  + 8 .178309E-1  
X3 = - 1 .0658324~I  + 1 .701125E-1  
X1 = 2 .3537804 
X2 = ( -2 .0229811)  
X3 = 3.1036648 
XI = 1.247152~I - I .B57848E-1 
X2 = 5 .050106E- I~ I  + 8.178309E- I  
X3 = - 1 .0658324~I  - 1 .701125E-1  
X1 = - 9.07894E-2 , I  + 5 .088946E-1  
X2 = 7 .053666E-1 , I  + 1 .936597E-1  
X3 : 4 .gZB936E- I * I  + 1,834044E-I  
, , , , , , , ,  
X1 = 1 .247152, I  - 1 .857848E-1  
X2  = 5 .050106E-1~I  + B .178309E-1  
X3 = 1 .0658324~, I  + 1 .701125E-1  
, ,  . . . . . .  
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X1 : 9.07894E-2~I  + 5 .088946E- t  
X2 = - 7 .053666E-1mI  + 1 .936597E-1  
X3 = - ~ .928936E- Iml  + 1 ,BS40~4E-1  
XI = 2 .3537804 
X2 = ( -2 .0229811)  
X3 = ( -3 .10366&~)  
, . ~  
X1 = - 1 .247152, I  - 1 .857048E- I  
X2 = - 5 .050106E~1" I  + 8.178309E-1  
X3 = 1 .0658324, I  - 1 .701125E-1  
XI = 9 ,07894E-2" I  § 5 ,088945E- I  
X2 = - 7.0S3666E-1 , I  + 1.936597E-1  
X3 = 4 ,928936E- I~ I  - 1 .834044E- I  
. , ,  . . . . .  
XI = - 9.07894E-2 . I  + 5 .088946E- I  
X~ = 7 .053666E- I * I  + 1 .936597E- I  
X3 : - 4 .928936E- I~ I  - i ,834044E- I  
. . . . .  , , .  
I S IT ( I , I )  = - S.28311102E-8* I  - 1 .37185143E-7  
I $ IT (1 ,2 )  = -6 .3546157#E-7  
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